
Timestamp Evaluator Name Evaluator School

What vendor are you 
currently using for your 

athletic field 
maintenance?

Does this vendor respond 
to request or problems in a 
timely manner?  Does this 
vendor provide solutions to 

problems or issues?

Is the technician 
courteous and 
professional?  

Rate the overall quality 
of services this vendor 

provides...

Please provide a detailed explanation 
in the space below for the rating your 

selected above.

Would you continue to do 
business with this vendor?

Please list any additional comments 
about this vendor you would like to 

make.

2/23/2021 9:09:10 Samantha Eaton Wilkinson Junior High AgrowPro Yes Yes Very Satisfied

Anytime there are issues they get 
resolved. If I run into an issue and 

need guidance, I am offered ways to 
fix the issue.

Yes n/a

2/23/2021 9:13:21 Charles Dickinson Keystone Heights Agrowpro Yes Yes Very Satisfied

Service is excellent. I can call vendor 
and ask him questions at any time 

and he responds in a timely manner. 
They have done an excellent job of 

maintaining our athlete fields.

Yes

We have been using vendor for 
numerous years and have been 

extremely satisfied with their service. 
Since they have taken over our fields 

we have had a lot less issues with 
maintaining fields. 

2/23/2021 9:21:10 Jared Moses Clay High School AgrowPro

Absolutely!  Always willing 
to help and explain exactly 
what needs to be done on 

our fields!

Extremely!  Has a very 
calm demeanor and 

always pleasant to talk 
to!

Very Satisfied

With AgrowPro, I NEVER have to 
worry that our fields are going to be 
maintained and maintained the right 
way!  They understand what each 
school's needs are and since they 
have been the ones in control over 
our fields, they have never looked 

better!  It is one less worry from our 
jobs because we know it will be 

handled correctly and that our fields 
will be safe for our student-athletes!

Yes

I honestly do not know what we would 
do without them maintaining our fields!  

Again, it is such a comforting feeling 
stepping into this job knowing that field 
maintenance was something that I did 
not have to stress over.  They are very 

easy to work with and always come 
when needed and always stay on the 
schedule of maintenance throughout 

the entire year!

2/23/2021 9:23:24 Tim Hamel LAJH AgroPro Yes.  Will be on site in a 
day or two YES. Very Satisfied

My field went from being unusable to 
great shape in a year.  The grass 
grows at a good rate and is weed 
free.  The grass stands up to the 
constant use of PE  classes and 

athletic practices everyday.  AgroPro 
is always available to answer my 

calls and will be on site when 
needed.

Yes Agropro has been totally professional 
for several years now

2/23/2021 9:36:56 Chris Goddard OPJH None N/A N/A Neutral

Orange Park Jr. does not currently 
use a vendor for field maintenance.  

All field work is done by Coaches and 
AD.  Request for county personnel 
has been requested from time to 

time.  

Yes N/A

2/23/2021 10:31:44 Marcus Miller Oakleaf HS St. John's Turf Care Yes Yes Very Satisfied

We are very happy with St. John's 
Turf Care, they have provided us with 
the highest quality customer service.  
They keep our fields safe for our kids, 

they have done leveling to insure 
there are less injuries, they spray to 

keep pests away, and have done and 
excellent job keeping weeds and 

sand burs out of our athletic fields. 

Yes
We MUST have field maintenance for 

the health, safety, and well being of our 
student-athletes.  
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2/23/2021 11:48:49 Chris Gallagher Ridgeview High School We are currently 
receiving NO service Absolutely with excellence! very professional Very Satisfied

AgrowPro is always prompt and 
professional. Yes

We absolutely need field maintenance 
service for our fields to be safe and 

playable for our student athletes.

2/25/2021 7:56:01 Travis Cunningham Fleming Island High School AgrowPro Very responsive, on top of 
things when we need it. 

The whole crew is very 
professional in what they 

do. Top notch 
performance. 

Very Satisfied

AgrowPro has always been there for 
what we needed, and has always 
delivered a product that delivers 

results.

Yes None at this time.

2/25/2021 8:45:09 Janet Rowe Oakleaf Junior High County for maintenance 
/ AG pro for supplies 

Depends on the issues / 
supplies yes Yes Satisfied

County Requests not always handled 
in timely manner. Communication 
with person making request not 

always made... I have to follow up to 
find out it's been handled. 

Yes None

2/25/2021 9:15:47 Dan Slater Green Cove Junior High School districts No! Courteous yes Very Dissatisfied

Put in a work order to spray for weed 
and bug in March of 2020. Got a 

reply 5 months later in August that it 
was a duplicate which it wasn't and 
nothing was done now the fields are 

filled with weeds.  Put a work order in 
in November to kill grass and weeds 
in clay of softball field and baseball 
cutouts. 3 months later got a reply 
that it was inspected  after I had 

already filled the areas so we can 
play. 

No If I had the stuff to do it myself I would

2/25/2021 11:38:40 Lloyd Patterson Lakeside Jr. 
We really don't - but for 
our baseball/ softball 

fields we use AgroPro - 

Yes - for the most part - 
However they are very 
busy and we don't get 

much done from them - So, 
he get to us when he can - 

very understandable 

Yes - always Satisfied He does a good job Yes

Very good service - no issues other 
than $$ -  We would like additional 
treatments for weeds - clover - and 
sandspurs but really can't afford it.   

3/1/2021 9:21:14 Michael Harrison Orange Park Aggrow Pro yes everytime Very Satisfied

Kyle and his staff are always 
available to answer questions and 

present solutions.  Kyle has a game 
plan for all fields that has been 100% 
effective in generating great fields at 

OPHS

Yes in my opinion AgrowPro is 100% the 
best option for OPHS

3/1/2021 12:51:33 Lloyd Patterson Lakeside Jr. high AgrowPro Yes Yes Satisfied

He only does our baseball / softball 
field areas - and provides winter rye 
grass  - Would like to use him more 

or county provided services - to Treat 
all of the fields  - but too much $$ 

Yes

Would like to use him more or county 
provided services - to Treat all of the 

fields  - but too much $$  - we definitely 
need our fields treated for weeds clover 

and sandspurs -  ...aeration  and 
fertilization  


